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Mathematical Framework for Precision Nutrition



The Precision Nutrition Framework



• The algorithm for clustering needs to be one 
developed for Likert type survey data which is 
ordinal and categorical.

• The usual methods (k-means, hierarchical) do 
not apply here.

• Discrete data is often more challenging to 
work with.

Clustering questionnaire data



𝑘𝑘-modes algorithm



Step 1 Learn the method

July 2023



Step 2 Program the method on an 
example dataset

August 2023



N=1652
The elbow of the 
scree plot is 5 or 6. 

I used 6.
This means we 
grouped 1652 
people into 6 
clusters.

Step 2 Program the method on an 
example dataset



Sniff check-do we 
visually see distinct 
clusters?

Yes: but it looks 
like we have 5 not 
6 clusters.

Step 3: Sniff checks 
visualization

October 2023



Step 4: Expand SDH Questionnaire AoU
Workbench

10,000 observations on 
a survey consisting of 
79 questions.

Looks like the clusters 
are not settling into 
distinct groups.

December 2023



Step 4: WH Questionnaire

Method not converging.
 

Jan-Feb 2024



Step 4: Expand

Jan-Feb 2024



Maybe the survey number of questions is too much. 
Maybe the discrete nature causes non-convergence.

– Solution: Break the survey down into smaller groups.
– Solution: Start over with other methods. 

Step 5: Investigate Why is this 
happening?

Now



• Always communicate with your AI people from the start. Writing Group: Homer 
Simpson, Seymour Skinner, Stat Person, Troy McClure

“most people think of statisticians as Taco Bell…go to the window and order a crunch wrap t-test 
and a Baha regression”. The chef can’t come back and say I think you really prefer a burrito 
wrapped in a proportions test.
• Allow time for data preparation, human learning, human judgement, restarting, 

unforeseen results (not hypothesis testing, not inference), innovation (e.g., NLP 
and Likert clustering). 

“You ordered the crunch wrap, but I think you need the burrito for the data you have.”
• Understand that data science is a big umbrella. What content matter     expert do you wish to 

work with? (e.g., my strengths are NLP and differential equations. Rob Knight’s strengths are 
ML associated to the microbiome).

• Take into consideration publishing and granting ethics. How much time/effort will this take? 
Should the first/last authors be content matter experts? Journals can consider a first clinical 
author and first AI author.

• Overcommunicate For AI to be used in precision nutrition-we can’t be thought of 
as support staff.

“It's important because you need to have the intellectual space between friends to ask those 
what may seem as 'dumb' questions (on both sides). We accept that each other is the expert of 
our own domains and we lean heavily on each other to bring that expertise to the table. We also 
don’t ride each others coat tails!”

Mathematical considerations 
for PN



Content Knowledge ABET



Different categories that have 
similar job ads
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